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The invention relates to a floor panel according to the generic part of claim 1.

A floor panel of this kind is designed as a multi-ply laminate and is known, for example, from DE 10 2006 058 655 A1. In particular, it can be regarded as a replacement of conventional floor panels having holding profiles in which the core consists of an engineered wood product such as MDF or HDF, which is covered by a decorative layer and a top or wear layer, wherein the holding profiles on the lateral edges of the panel provide for the panel to be installed without adhesive and to be mutually supported in their mounted state in such a manner that a gap-free floor surface is produced. Compared thereto, the floor panel of the above kind has the advantage that the plastic core or carrier already provides a comparatively effective impact sound insulation, without requiring an additional impact sound insulation to be applied in any case to the lower face of the panel.

The panel described in DE 10 2006 058 655 A1 comprises holding profiles in the form of an undercut and hence lockable tongue-and-groove profile disposed on two opposite side edges. To guarantee that the installed panels remain reliably interlocked, undercuts are normally required which have dimensions that prevent an individual horizontal joining movement of the panels to each other in the installation plane which is to be performed for locking such panels. A so-called snap installation, in which the panels are interlocked by a purely horizontal joining movement, is not possible. Today, such panels having an undercut tongue-and-groove profile are instead locked in such a way that a panel to be installed is first placed against an already installed panel in an inclined position with respect to the already installed panel and thereafter pivoted downward to the plane of the already installed panel, thus producing and simultaneously locking the tongue-and-groove connection. If both pairs of opposite lateral edges are provided with such holding profiles in the form of an undercut tongue-and-groove profile, the panels must be very precisely guided during their assembly and locking, because otherwise they would become wedged.
Such a floor panel comprises a plastic support, e.g. made of PVC, polyolefin or polyurethane, which materials are relatively elastic and flexible compared to panels having a woodchip core, depending on the specific design. As a result, during the installation of such a floor panel, the problem frequently arises that the panel is deformed due to the influence of external forces and that the complementary profiles become wedged, so that joining of the panels is at least made difficult. The publication US 2004/0128934 A1 describes a multilayered floor panel made of MDF or HDF with a decorative layer coated with a surface layer. The panel can be formed wholly or partially from a plastic material. The described panel shows lateral edges positioned oppositely in pairs each with complementarily formed holding profiles where the holding profiles of one of the two pairs of the lateral edges are formed as complementary hook-type profiles with interlocking effect. Here a hook-type profile comprises a receiving hook, which is facing the upper side of the floor panel, and the complementary hook-type profile a locking hook, provided at the opposite lateral edge which is facing the lower side of the floor panel, the locking hook having a locking element at one distal lateral surface, which is allocated to a complementary locking element at a proximal lateral surface of the hook-type profile provided with the receiving hook. US 2005/0050827 A1 describes a laminated panel consisting of wood, a wooden material, synthetic material or materials of a synthetic type, whereby a decorative layer is generally provided above which a transparent layer is generally disposed. An embodiment is described comprising complementarily formed holding profiles, one holding profile including a downward-pointing coupling element which during the joining movement enters a corresponding recess provided in a lower flank of the complementary holding profile.

It is the object of the present invention to develop further a panel of the described type in such a manner that it can be easily installed while enabling a gap-free floor surface to be maintained.
This object is achieved in a surprisingly simple way by a floor panel which is designed as a multi-ply laminate and comprises at least one plastic support, a décor layer applied to a top face of the plastic support, a transparent covering layer applied to the décor layer, and possibly a backing layer applied to the lower face of the plastic support, the panels having pairs of opposite lateral edges each comprising complementary holding profiles.

If the plastic support of the panel of the invention comprises not only on its top face, but also on its lower face at least one layer, e.g. a backing layer that prevents arching of the panel as a result of layers on the top face, the plastic support acts as a plastic core that carries at least one additional layer on both major surfaces.

The holding profiles of at least one of the two pairs of lateral edges are designed as form-locking complementary hook-type profiles and comprise a receiving hook which faces the top face of the floor panel, and a locking hook arranged on the opposite lateral edge, which faces the lower face of the floor panel, the locking hook comprising a snap-in element on a distal lateral face, said snap-in element being associated with a complementary snap-in element on a lateral face of the hook profile having the receiving hook.

The floor panel according to the invention is characterized in that on a distal lateral face said receiving hook includes a contact and guide surface that extends in an inclined fashion with respect to the panel surface and that co-acts with a complementary contact and guide surface on a proximal side face of the hook-type profile having the locking hook, for guiding the panel during the establishment of the form closure between the complementary hook profiles.

By the design of the panels in accordance with the invention, it is achieved that the panels at least at the lateral edge that is designed with a hook-type profile can be joined and locked to the complementary hook-type profile by a joining movement
substantially vertically to the installation plane, which makes the installation much easier. By the fact that the locking hook itself is locked to a proximal lateral face of the adjacent panel, arching of the locking hook in the installed condition can be prevented, so that during the installation a flat panel surface is produced also at the connecting edges of adjacent panels. To simplify the joining process even more, it can be provided that the receiving hook comprises on its distal lateral face a guide surface which is inclined with respect to the panel surface and which serves as a contact and sliding surface which during the joining movement for producing a form-fit connection between the complementary hook-type profiles cooperates with a complementary guide surface on a proximal lateral face of the locking hook profile of the panels. In this design of the panels the distal contact surface on the receiving hook contacts the complementary contact surface first during the joining movement, which simplifies the whole joining process.

The floor panel of the invention can be fabricated using a thermal laminating process. But in a special form it is also possible for the individual layers to be applied in the manner of a paint coat, with the plastic support being the starting point. Depending on the form of execution of the invention, the thickness of the floor panels of the invention amounts to 3 – 10 mm, preferably to 4 – 8 mm and most preferably to 5 – 6 mm. Depending on the specific structure, the mass per unit area of the panels is between 1 – 2.5 kg/m² thickness, preferably between 1.6 and 1.8 kg/m² per mm thickness.

The floor panel of the invention can be fabricated on the one side by applying the various layers for forming a laminate panel, which is subsequently sawed up into individual panel base bodies. In a subsequent working step, the respective holding profiles are machined at the lateral edges of the panel base bodies. Considering that the décor layer and the covering layer are very thin compared to the plastic support – together they are normally less than one tenth or even less than one fiftieth of the thickness of the plastic support – the locking hook is mainly formed by the material of the plastic core. If the floor panel of the invention does not comprise on its lower face
an additional layer such as a backing layer, the receiving hook of the corresponding holding profile is entirely formed by the material of the plastic support.

Expeditiously, the receiving hook comprises on a distal lateral face a snap-in element that is associated with a complementary snap-in element on a proximal lateral face of the hook profile. Thus the hook profiles are lockable both distally and proximally.

The above-mentioned snap-in elements which are respectively arranged in a complementary fashion on the distal lateral faces of the hooks and on the proximal lateral faces of the profiles, can be designed for example as a locking protrusion or as a locking pocket receiving said locking protrusion. Besides, all other forms of locking elements known to the person skilled in the art can be used, provided that these locking elements are suitable to guarantee locking of the hook profiles.

Expeditiously, both the receiving hook and the locking hook each comprise an undercut surface that is effective as a mutual guide surface during the joining movement for producing a form-fit connection between the hook profiles, both undercut surfaces extending at an acute angle with respect to the vertical of the panel surface. This design measure simplifies the joining and locking process, since it provides contact and sliding surfaces.

Here it is particularly advantageous that during the joining movement the distal contact surface on the receiving hook contacts the complementary proximal contact surface at the locking hook first and before the co-action of the above-described respective undercut surfaces on the receiving hook and on the locking hook, so that through the interaction of the guide surfaces at the distal lateral face of the receiving hooks and at the proximal lateral face of the locking hook’s profile respectively a pre-adjustment of the panels to be joined is possible before the above undercut surfaces at the receiving hook and at locking hook interact with one another.
Expediently, the floor panel of the invention can comprise holding profiles in the form of hook-type profiles on all four lateral edges, i.e. on both pairs of lateral edges so that the floor panel of the invention is joined and locked by a substantially planar joining movement and a movement of the panel vertically to the installation plane.

Moreover, in can be provided by the invention that on one of the two pairs of lateral edges, particularly on the pair of the long lateral edges, an undercut groove-and-tongue profile is provided, whereas the holding profile on the pair of short lateral edges comprises complementary hook-type profiles.

Expediently, the panels of the invention can be installed in such a manner that a new panel is locked at one lateral edge thereof to a panel already installed in the installation plane, at the lateral edge of the installed panel including a holding profile that is formed complementary to the holding profile of the new panel, whereupon the new panel is placed with said lateral edge comprising its holding profile including the locking hook onto the holding profile including a receiving hook of the lateral edge of the already installed panel, so that a guide surface on the distal lateral face of the receiving hook of the already installed panel which is inclined with respect to the panel surface comes into contact with a complementary guide surface on a proximal side face of the hook-type profile of the new panel and, moreover, the locking hook is supported on the receiving hook and thereafter the new panel is displaced with said guide surface on its proximal side face along the guide surface on the distal side face of the receiving hook in an inclined fashion with respect to the panel surface, whereby the locking hook is pivotally moved out of the installation plane, so that an undercut surface on the locking hook comes into contact with an undercut surface on the receiving hook.

By applying a substantially vertical force on the surface of the new panel, the same can be displaced along its guide surface in an inclined fashion relative to the already installed panel in the region of the holding profile, whereby the panels are forced
toward each other.

In order to lock adjacent panels, it can be provided that a force is applied on the locking hook approximately vertically to the panel surface, so that a snap-in element on a distal lateral face of the locking hook of the new panel co-acts in an interlocking fashion with a complementary snap-in element on a proximal lateral face of the receiving profile of the already installed panel in such a manner that the locking hook that has been pivotally moved out of the installation plane is pivoted back to and locked in the installation plane. During this process, a vertical force on the locking hook is produced using a pressure roller, for example.

In the following the invention will be explained in more detail with reference to the attached drawings in which it is shown by:

Figure 1 a top view of a floor panel 1, with a view to its upper face;

Figs. 2a, b partial sectional views including two complementary hook-type profiles;

Figs. 3a, b partial sectional views including two complementary hook-type profiles, in different situations during the joining process; and

Figure 4 the exemplary layer structure of a floor panel according to the invention.

The described floor panels according to the invention have a tabular, rectangular shape, see Figure 1, with pairs of opposite lateral edges 3, 4 respectively 5, 6 being formed, each of which having complementary holding profiles, which are not shown for the sake of simplification of the illustration in Figure 1. The lateral edges are provided for the connection of several similar floor panels 1.
Figure 2a shows a schematic partial sectional view of a panel in which mainly the hook-type profile having the locking hook is shown, which faces the lower face 7 of the panel. The locking hook 10 has a web 10a that extends from the panel body, and on the outer end of the web a hook-type protrusion 10b is provided, which extends downwardly in the direction toward the lower face 7 of the panel. The locking hook 10 has a distal side face 11, i.e. a surface of the hook-type profile which is arranged distally with respect to the panel body. Furthermore, a proximal lateral face 15 of the hook-type profile having the locking hook is shown, i.e. a lateral face of the hook-type profile which is arranged close to the panel body. On the distal lateral surface 11 that extends vertically to the panel surface and parallel to the lateral edge, two locking protrusions 12, 13 are disposed, with a locking pocket 14 being located in between. The inner undercut surface 10c of the locking hook 10 extends at an acute angle of only a few degrees to vertical of the panel surface.

The proximal lateral face 15 of the hook profile also includes a guide surface 16 that is inclined at an angle with respect to the panel surface.

Figure 2b shows the lateral edge opposite the lateral edge shown in Figure 2a which includes the complementary hook-type profile having the receiving hook 9 that faces the top face 2 of the panel. This hook also includes on its distal lateral face a locking protrusion 18 and a guide surface 19 that is inclined at an angle with respect to the panel surface. Also the receiving hook 9 has a web 9a and a hook-type protrusion 9b that extends toward the top face 2 of the panel. In the hook-type profile shown in Figure 2b and having the receiving hook, the proximal lateral face 20 of the profile includes a locking protrusion 21 and two locking pockets 22, 23.

The complementary hook-type profiles 2a, 2b shown in the Figures 2a, 2b, serve for producing a form-fit locking condition of two adjacent panels, which will be explained in the following with reference to the Figures 3a, b. These Figures respectively illustrate the hook-type profiles shown in the Figures 2a, b and comprising the locking
hook in two different stages of joining of the hook-type profile during the joining and locking process. In contrast, for the sake of clarity of the illustration, the respective receiving profile, i.e. the profile having the receiving hook, is shown in only one joining position.

The initial point of the joining process of the panels or profiles is the situation shown in Figure 3a, in which the right panel whose receiving profile is shown, is already installed in the installation plane. Now the new panel to be installed, i.e. the panel shown to the left in the partial sectional view and provided with the locking hook, is placed with its hook-type profile onto the hook-type profile of the already installed panel. Thus a situation is produced in which the locking hook of the left panel is in a position corresponding to the hook which is illustrated in Figure 2a and indicated by reference number 10. As it can be seen, the end face 10d of the hook-type protrusion 10b is supported on the end face 9d of the hook-type protrusion 9b. The two holding profiles which are supported on one another are at the same time arranged and configured in such a manner that the guide surface 19 in this situation of the joining process has just come into contact with the distal lateral face of the receiving hook comprising the guide surface 16 on the proximal lateral face of the locking hook holding profile. As shown in Figure 3a, the two panels are arranged parallel to each other, but offset by the distance h1.

In the next step of the installation process, the new panel to be installed, i.e. the panel shown to the left in Figure 3a, is moved along the surface 19 of the receiving hook, i.e. in both the radial and vertical directions to the panel surface. The locking hook 10 must consequently evade upwards, which is ensured by the elastic properties of the plastic material of the support. By the described joining movement, the two panels to be locked are moved one toward the other along their adjacent lateral edges. In Figure 2a, a joining position 10’ of the locking hook is shown. As already explained above, the second joining position of the already installed panel, i.e. the right panel in Figure 3a, is not shown for the sake of clarity of illustration. It is re-
ferred instead to Figure 3b showing two joining positions 10', 10" of the locking hook during the joining process, but only one joining position for the receiving hook of the already installed panel. This approximately corresponds, however, to the joining position illustrated in Figure 3a in which the locking hook assumes the position identified by reference number 10'. As it can be seen in Figure 3b, at this point of time the undercut surface 9c of the receiving hook and the undercut surface 10c of the locking hook are just coming into contact with each other. In this situation of the joining process, the extent of the mutual contact of the complementary guide surfaces 16/19 has increased compared to the above-described initial situation, with the consequence that the horizontal distance h2 of the two panels to be joined is reduced compared to h1.

Thereafter, the left panel is continued to be displaced vertically and in an inclined fashion, i.e. along the guide surface 19 of the already installed panel, so that a joining position is produced with respect to the locking hook which is indicated at pos. 10". As it can be seen, in this position the joining process is almost completed. On the continued joining movement, the locking protrusions 12, 13 are finally completely received in the respective locking pockets 22, 23 and the locking protrusion 18 on the receiving hook is received in the locking pocket 24, respectively, which is arranged on the proximal lateral face 16 of the hook profile that comprises the locking hook 10 (see Figure 2a). Thus the desired gap-free locking state of the panels positioned with their lateral edges comprising the complementary hook profiles adjacent to each other is achieved.

To make sure that the joining and locking process is finally completed and that the locking protrusions 12, 13, 18, 21 are locked in their associated locking pockets, it can be expedient if in the joining position according to Figure 3b (locking hook 10" and/or 10') a pressure is applied from the top face 2 of the panel on the locking hook 10', 10" using a kind of roller device such as a wallpaper pressing roller, thus assisting the locking procedure.
As described, the inventive design of the complementary hook profiles on two associated lateral edges of the panel enables easy joining and locking of the panel while utilizing a given elasticity that can be substantially provided by the elastic support of the panels. After the completion of the joining and locking process, the panels are locked to each other in a form-fit fashion both vertically to the panel surface and vertically to their adjacent lateral edges.

Depending on the form of execution of the invention, the holding profiles of one pair of lateral edges or of both pairs of lateral edges can be designed in the manner as shown in the Figures 2, 3. In the first-mentioned case, the second pair of lateral edges can be designed with respect to its holding profiles as an undercut groove-and-tongue profile. Since with this profile, joining and locking takes place by obliquely applying a new floor panel with its lateral edge against a lateral edge of an already installed panel and by subsequently pivoting the new panel down to the plane of the already installed panel, the other two mutually opposite lateral edges that comprise the hook profiles shown in the Figures 2a, b and 3a, b are automatically co-locked, as the same mainly require a vertical joining movement. As a result, the hook profiles are interlocked in the manner of a zipper, i.e. locking is not performed simultaneously over the entire lateral edge, but joining and locking takes place on one end of the edge and then gradually proceeds over the entire edge length to the other end.

However, if both pairs of lateral edges are provided with the hook-type profiles shown in the Figures 2a, b and 3a, b, the installation is different from the above-described installation. In this case, the new panel can be aligned parallel to, but horizontally spaced from the installation plane. Then the locking hook profile is, as illustrated in Figure 3a (locking hook 10), placed onto the receiving profile along the entire respective lateral edge, and thereafter the joining and locking movement is performed as already described, in which particularly the surface 19 on the receiving hook profile and the surface 16 on the locking hook profile are moved toward each
other. In this case, too the actual locking can be performed in the manner of a zipper.

If both pairs of lateral edges are provided with the hook profiles shown in the Figures 2a, b and 3a, b, the new panel can first be aligned also non-parallel with respect to the installation plane and can thus be placed with its locking hook profile in an inclined fashion onto the receiving profile of the already installed panel, and thereafter the described joining and locking movement can be performed in which particularly the surface 19 on the receiving hook profile and the surface 16 on the locking hook profile are moved toward each other. Also in this process, joining and locking is not performed simultaneously over the entire respective lateral edge, but it is rather performed in the manner of a zipper.

Figure 4 shows in a cross section which is not true to scale the exemplary internal structure of the panel 1. The supporting element is a plastic support 30 comprising a décor layer 31, e.g. in the form of a printed film, to which a covering layer 32, e.g. in the form of an additional film or lacquer, is applied. To the lower face of the plastic support 30 a backing layer 33 is applied, in order to ensure flatness of the floor panel according to the invention. Depending on the décor, the décor layer may exhibit the reproduction of a stone décor, wood décor or an abstract pattern. To make the floor panel durable, the cover layer is highly resistant to wear due to the admixture of abrasive substances. In the described embodiment, the thickness of the plastic core amounts to 2.8 mm, the thickness of the décor layer together with the cover layer to approximately 0.2 mm, and that of the backing layer to 1 mm.

In an embodiment which is not illustrated, it can also be provided for the lower face of the plastic support 30 to be provided with a damping layer, particularly a footfall sound absorption, in addition to the backing layer. In certain circumstances, a single layer can also perform both functions.
List of reference numbers

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Reference Number</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>top face of the panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3, 4</td>
<td>pair of short lateral edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5, 6</td>
<td>pair of long laterals edges</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>lower face of the panel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>receiving hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9a</td>
<td>web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9b</td>
<td>hook-type protrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9c</td>
<td>undercut surface of the receiving hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9d</td>
<td>end face of the hook-type protrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10, 10', 10&quot;</td>
<td>locking hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10a</td>
<td>web</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10b</td>
<td>hook-type protrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10c</td>
<td>undercut surface of locking hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10d</td>
<td>end face of hook-type protrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>distal lateral face of locking hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12, 13</td>
<td>locking protrusion of locking hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>locking pocket of locking hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>proximal lateral face of locking hook profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>guide surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>distal lateral face of receiving hook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>locking protrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>guide surface</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>proximal lateral face of receiving hook profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21</td>
<td>locking protrusion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22, 23</td>
<td>locking pocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>locking pocket</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---</td>
<td>---------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>plastic support/plastic core</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>31</td>
<td>décor layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32</td>
<td>covering layer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>33</td>
<td>backing layer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Patentkrav

1. Gulvpanel (1), der er udformet som laminat i flere lag medmindst en kunststofbærer (30), et dekorlag (31), der er anbragt på oversiden af kunststofbæreren, et transparent dæklag (32), der er påført på dekloraget, og eventuelt et modtrækslag (33), der er anbragt på undersiden af kunststofbærreren, hvor panelet omfatter parvist over for hinanden liggende sidekanter (3, 4; 5, 6) med hver især komplementært udformede holdeprofiler, hvor holdeprofilerne af mindst et af de to sidekantpar er udformet som formsluttende virkende komplementære krogholder, nemlig med en optagelseskrug (9), der vender mod oversiden (2) af gulvpanelet, og med en låsekrog (10), der er anbragt på den modsatte sidekant og vender mod underside (7) af gulvpanelet, hvor låsekrøgen (10) på en distal sideflade (11) har et indgrebselement (12, 13, 14), der er tilordnet til et komplementært indgrebselement (22, 23, 21) på en proksimal sideflade (20) af krogholder, der har optagelseskrøgen, kendetegnet ved, at optagelseskrogen på en distal sideflade (17) har en anlægs- og føringsflade (19), der strækker sig skråt i forhold til paneloverfladen, og som ved tilvejebringelse af en formsluttende forbindelse mellem de komplementære krogholder til førings af panelet fungerer sammen med en komplementær anlægs- og føringsflade (16) på en proksimal sideflade (15) af krogholder, der har låsekrøgen.

2. Gulvpanel ifølge krav 1, kendetegnet ved, at optagelseskrogen (9) på en distal sideflade (17) har et indgrebselement (18), der er tilordnet til et komplementært indgrebselement (24) på en proksimal sideflade (15) af krogholder, der har låsekrøgen.

3. Gulvpanel ifølge krav 1, 2, kendetegnet ved, at, de komplementære indgrebselementer på krogholdernes sideflader er udformet som indgrebsfremspring (12, 13, 18, 21) eller som indgrebslomme (22, 23, 24, 14), der optager indgrebsfremspringet.

4. Gulvpanel ifølge et af kravene 1, 2 eller 3, kendetegnet ved, at både optagelseskrogen (9) og låsekrøgen (10) hver især har en underskæringsflade (9c, 10c), der fungerer som gensidig anlægs- og føringsflade ved tilvejebringelsen af den formsluttende forbindelse mellem krogholderne, hvor begge
underskæringsflader strækker sig i en spids vinkel i forhold til den lodrette linje af paneloverfladen.

5. Gulvpanel ifølge et af kravene 1 til 4, kendetegnet ved, at et indgrebsfremspring (18) er udformet på den distale sideflade (17) af optagelseskrogen og til hvilket der på den proksimale sideflade (15) af krogprofil, som har læsekrogen, er tilordnet en indgrebslomme (24) til optagelse af indgrebsfremspringet.

6. Gulvpanel ifølge et af kravene 1 til 5, kendetegnet ved, at begge par af komplementært udformede holdeprofiler er udformet som formsluttende virkende komplementære krogprofiler.

7. Gulvpanel ifølge et af kravene 1 til 5, kendetegnet ved, at et af de to holdeprofiler er udformet som komplementært underskåret not-fer-profil, dervirker formsluttende.

8. Gulvpanel ifølge et af kravene 1 til 7, kendetegnet ved, at dekorlaget (31) omfatter en påtrykt dekorfolie.

9. Gulvpanel ifølge et af kravene 1 til 7, kendetegnet ved, at dekorlaget (31) er påtrykt direkte på kunststoffæreren (30).

10. Gulvpanel ifølge krav 9, kendetegnet ved, at kunststoffæreren (30) før påtrykningen er blevet forsynet med et mellemlag i form af en lak eller grund.

11. Gulvpanel ifølge et af kravene 1 til 10, kendetegnet ved, at det transparente dæklag (32) omfatter to dællag i form af et lag med høj slidstyrke og et laklag, der danner panelets forreste flade.

12. Gulvpanel ifølge et af kravene 1 til 11, kendetegnet ved, at dæklaget (32) omfatter et enkelt i det væsentlige homogen lag med høj slidstyrke.

14. Fremgangsmåde til lægning og fastlåsning af gulvpaneler ifølge et af kravene 1 til 13, hvor et nyt panel ved en sidekant læses sammen med et panel, der allerede ligger i lægeplanet, ved dette panels sidekant med et holdep­profil, der er udformet komplementært med det nye panel, hvor det nye panel ved nævnte sidekant med dets holdep­profil, der har en låsekrog (10), lægges på holdep­profil­et, der har en optagelseskrog (9), af sidekanten af det allerede liggende panel, således at en føringsflade (19) på optagelseskrogen af det allerede liggende panel ved en distal sideflade (17), der strækker sig skråt i forhold til paneloverfladen (2), kommer i berøring med en komplementær føringsflade (16) ved en proksimal sideflade (15) af krogprofil­et af det nye panel, og låsekrogen (10) derudover ligger på optagelseskrogen (9), efterfølgende det nye panel med sin nævnte føringsflade (16) ved den proksimale sideflade langs føringsfladen (19) ved den distale sideflade af optagelseskrogen forskydes skråt i forhold til paneloverfladen, hvorved låsekrogen (10) drejes ud af lægeplanet, således at en underskæringsflade (10c) på låsekrogen (10') kommer i kontakt med en underskæringsflade (9c) på optagelseskrogen (9).

15. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 14, Kendetegnet ved, at det nye panel ved påføring af en i det væsentlige lodret kraft på dets paneloverflade i holdep­filets område forskydes skråt langs sin føringsflade (16) i forhold til det allerede liggende panel.

16. Fremgangsmåde ifølge krav 14 eller 15, Kendetegnet ved, at en kraft påføres på låsekrogen (10', 10'') omtrent vinkelret på paneloverfladen, således at et indgrebselement (12, 13, 14) ved en distal sideflade af låsekrogen af det nye panel fungerer indgribende sammen med et komplementært indgrebselement (22, 23, 22) ved en proksimal sideflade (20) af optagelses­profilet af det allerede liggende panel på en sådan måde, at låsekrogen, der er drejet ud af lægeplanet igen drejes ind i lægeplanet og låses.

17. Fremgangsmåde ifølge et af kravene 14 til 16, Kendetegnet ved, at trin­net med at påføre en vertikal kraft på låsekrogen udføres ved hjælp af en trykrulle.
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